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ABSTRACT 
Art seeks to understand, represent, and express life. By its nature, art is an act of 
collaboration, a result of ensemble. Theater as a facet of art, both creates community and is 
created by community. A community, or an ensemble in theatrical terms, is a group of 
individuals collaborating to create a piece larger than themselves. In the process of creating no 
less than the trees and the stars;, the creative team was encouraged to explore themselves within 
the piece, their relationship to the audience, and acknowledge the relationship of the audience to 
itself. The creation process of no less than the trees and the stars; was devised, its concept 
relying heavily on previously conducted interviews which were used as an inspiration for 
creative movement and relational exploration among the cast and creative team. Through the 
interdependence of ensemble and theater, the process of no less than the trees and the stars; 
sought to foster an environment in which individuals could express themselves and their 
opinions, be vulnerable with each other, belong to a team, and explore their mental and physical 
relation to space, time, and the people around them both on stage and throughout the rehearsal 
process.  
PROCESS 
A brief schedule of the process: 
2017 
  March 3 – Check in with Thesis Advisor – Rob Hamilton 
  April 14 – Application for Swain Studio 6 due  
  May 9 – Production Meeting   
  May 10-August 22 – Summer Break – Interview and Script Compilation 
  September 18 – Present research to COMM 660 class 
  September 25 – Rough Draft of Script 
  September 29 – Honors Thesis Fund Application Due 
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October 2 – First Draft 
  October 9 – Workshop and Initial Artist List due 
  October 10 – Personal Narrative Paragraphs due from cast 
  October 14 – Script Development with Co-Director – Simon Wolf 
  October 16 – Initial Read-through with cast 
    *rehearsals* 
  October 23 – Presentation of Second Draft to COMM 660 
  October 25 – Design Concepts to Set Designer – Kevin Pendergast 
    *rehearsals* 
  November 27 – Present movement pieces to COMM 660 
    *rehearsals* 
  December 4 – Final presentation to COMM 660 
2018 
January 10-27 – Rehearsals (Please see details in Appendix) 
January 15 – Sound Designs due from Designer – Liz Kent 
January 22 – Set to be completed 
January 23 – Light Focus begins 
January 27 – Video/Projections due 
January 27-February 1 – Tech Week (Please see details in Appendix) 
February 2-4 – Performances of no less in Swain Studio 6 
 
The performance concept arose in November of 2016 while initial brainstorming 
meetings began in April of 2017. Over the summer, I conducted interviews with individuals who 
are artists, work in the mental health industry, value the arts, or have an awareness of mental 
health in conversation with art. Some of the questions included but were not limited to the 
following: 
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▪ Do you feel like art creates community or art is created by community? 
▪ How do you feel your art expresses how you feel? 
▪ How would you explain your mental health? 
▪ Have you experienced anxiety and/or depression either personally or through another 
friend or family member? 
▪ How has that impacted you personally? 
▪ What is one visual example you could use to describe mental illness? 
▪ Where do you find peace? 
▪ Why do you make art? 
▪ If you could locate the desire to make art in a physical place in your body, where would 
you put it? 
▪ Do you feel like there is a book, poem, song, dance, play, painting, or sculpture, that has 
stuck with you over a period of time? What aspects were striking? 
▪ Where do you find joy? 
In over thirty interviews, I compiled similarities and differences among the 
conversations. Originally expecting to find quotes that would be incorporated into the text of the 
script, the interviews rather informed the direction of the piece as a whole. Most individuals 
spoke of feelings and relationships in the abstract. Those stories felt like they would be most 
accurately adapted to the stage through movement and stage pictures rather than text. By looking 
at these concepts through movement, the stories became universally identifiable rather than 
overly specific. At the beginning of the rehearsal process, we had each of the performers write a 
few paragraphs about what mental health meant to them. It could be based on personal 
experience, a friend or family member’s experience, or a commentary on society’s awareness of 
mental health. Each of their statements became instrumental in deciding who was most suited to 
portray the stories we had gained in interviews. As we played with these concepts in rehearsal, 
the performers were able to ascribe their own experiences onto the movement they were creating. 
In this way, the performance was entirely truthful to their life experience as well as wholly 
representative of someone else.  
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Simon Wolf, my co-director, and I cast the show by reaching out to individuals we 
trusted and enjoyed working with rather than holding auditions. The individual cast members 
came into the process as modern dancers, aerial dancers, actors, and body balancers. In the end, 
each individual left having a chance to try out a completely different mode of storytelling than 
they had started with. At least once throughout the rehearsal process, everyone was given the 
opportunity to learn basic skills on the aerial silks. Everyone was encouraged to participate in 
gestural movement, grid exercises, and abstract improvisational dance.  
To prepare for the aerial silks, Kaitlyn Ave’Lallemant and I attended weekly classes in 
Carrboro at The Flowjo. It was here that Kaitlyn learned many of the basic skills she would take 
into the performance. We also met Selin Altınok in these classes and asked her to be a part of the 
performance. Elizabeth Roberts was our instructor for both the beginner and intermediate aerial 
silks classes. After spending six months in her class, Kaitlyn, Selin and I set up three private 
lessons to explore tricks and techniques that would be used in the show. Elizabeth aided in the 
choreography on the silks and provided us with feedback and advice on the safety precautions of 
performing on an aerial apparatus on stage. 
Throughout the process, I had general weekly check-ins with Rob Hamilton as well as 
my designers for the show. Simon and I also attended a weekly new works development class, 
Communications 660, where we would bring in our progress and ask for feedback from a group 
of about fifteen individuals who were working on their own artistic projects as well. In this class, 
we collectively gave feedback and suggestions to the various projects as well as received 
criticism on the purpose, construction, and clarity of our performance. 
When rehearsals began in November, we focused mainly on the development of an 
ensemble. Much of our time together was spent using grid exercises to invite the feeling of 
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collaboration and exploration. The grid is a performance technique used alongside the 
Viewpoints, created by Mary Overlie and adapted by Anne Bogart and Tina Landau. The Nine 
Viewpoints are a set of elements that are primarily used in performance composition and can be 
used to analyze and understand any performance, movement, and life in general.  
The elements of time are: 
 Tempo – the rate at which our bodies move 
 Duration – the amount of time we take to make those movements 
 Kinesthetic Response – our reactions to the space and people around us 
 Repetition – the reiterating of a movement, line, or architecture on stage 
The elements of space are: 
 Shape – the contour of the body in space 
 Gesture – the movements our bodies make  
Architecture – the environment surrounding and affecting us 
 Spatial Relationship – the distance between objects, people, or architecture  
 Topography – the floor pattern our bodies create as we move through space  
(Bogart, Landau p. 8-13). 
These elements are typically used on a metaphorical grid, rigid, invisible lines set out on the 
floor which performers must move along or chose to break out of when they feel necessary. 
While having an awareness of these elements, we moved on the grid, inviting the spontaneity of 
the Viewpoints to interact with the structure that the grid provided.  
In many traditional play rehearsals, there is very little room to discover relationship to 
space and to others inhabiting that space. Because of this, I found it important that we invite our 
cast to know what it felt like to be completely free and engaged in their physicality and their 
surrounding space. I brought one technique I learned from a previous show into the rehearsal 
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room which focused on physicality. We broke the physical being into four characteristics; strong, 
flexible, grounded, and direct. Each rehearsal, we would explore what each of those words meant 
and how they manifested themselves in our bodies. After a few rehearsals, it became clear that 
the performers needed more structure. Although they appreciated the time to discover their 
bodies in space, they felt like it was, in some ways, unfruitful in terms of what could be 
translated to the stage for the actual performance. After breaking away from the improvised 
movement rehearsals, we wanted to stay rooted in our physical characteristics. Because we had 
worked intensely with those four words, they served as a framework for the rest of the 
performance. Each word became a touchstone for the set, characters, and the moments.  
After returning from winter break, the rehearsals became more frequent and even more 
structured. Each day was tailored to work large group transitions and movement pieces as well as 
providing ample time to practice on the silks and run smaller dance numbers. In this period of 
time, we also had to juggle many scheduling conflicts. As the performers and designers were all 
students, academics and prior commitments had to be worked around in order to both use our 
time productively and not overwhelm our creative team. Because this process was a 
collaboration with many other choreographers and movement coaches, we also had to be aware 
of artists whose schedules and work techniques differed from our pre-established routine. 
At the beginning of tech week, we were still reimagining moments within the show, 
changing music, and altering the order of scenes. The purpose of tech week is to make technical 
changes, but because this was such a fluid and ever-changing performance, more monumental 
shifts occurred. In the last few days, we had relocated a few major moments in the show, 
changing the flow of the whole piece. This required the performers to really trust Simon and me 
as well as remain flexible within the process. When the show was on its feet, we would meet 
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before the performance and mentally prepare to support and encourage the ensemble. There were 
times when Simon and I would be getting things ready and Emily McGregor, our lighting 
designer and stage manager, would play dance music, and I would watch as the cast danced and 
stretched and joked with one another. In only a few weeks of rehearsal together, this group of 
individuals had become a true ensemble.  
Through this process, the whole creative team had to delve deeply into what it meant to 
be an individual working to build an ensemble. As an individual within the group, each member 
had to explore themselves and their connection to their specific elements as well as the project as 
a whole. Anyone from a performer to a designer had to understand how their personal life 
interacted with the material and how that would affect the performance. The audience was 
encouraged to interact with performers after the show as well as write their thoughts on a 
chalkboard in the lobby. In devised performances, it is easy to create such a strong community 
on stage that the audience becomes little more than passive onlookers to someone else’s 
experience. In some ways, this performance fell into that same tendency, mostly because without 
explicit dialogue or exposition, the audience is left to fill in the blanks with their own 
perspectives and predispositions.  
I believe no less than the trees and the stars; was successful in engaging the audience in 
an active conversation about mental health and the power of theater. Many of the moments were 
left seemingly vague for the audience, while at the same time, they were wildly specific and 
personal to the performers. By leaving moments up for interpretation, the performance allowed 
for audience members to question and assign their own meaning. After the performances were 
over, we had many individuals ask questions and share their thoughts on what each moment 
meant. Some people guessed narratives that were precisely what we as a creative team had 
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envisioned and in other cases, people ascribed vastly different meanings. The beauty of a 
performance such as this one was its ability to provoke thought and encourage conjecture both 
among the creative team, the audience, and the two in conversation with one another. 
PERFORMANCE 
The product of this thesis was a 50-minute devised show in Swain Studio 6 that was 
performed Friday February 2, 2018 through Sunday February 4, 2018. Over 200 people were in 
attendance among the three performances. The performance explored relationships and emotions 
through movement and text. Entitled no less than the tress and the stars; after Max Ehrmann’s 
Desiderata, the performance featured modern dance, improvisational dance, gestured movement, 
variations of Anne Bogart and Tina Landau’s Viewpoints, body balancing, and aerial dance on 
the silks. This performance explored emotions and relationships through various genres of 
physical movement.  
See Appendix for script, director’s note, and production photos. A video of the performance is 
attached by flash drive. 
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DISCUSSION  
 While the interviews pointed us in the direction of general moods and stories, in rehearsal 
we abstracted those concepts through movement and specified them through personal narratives. 
These stories became moments, or scenes, within the show that centered around the overarching 
concept of community. 
FIREFLIES 
Fireflies was an improvisational technique we used in rehearsals to explore relationships 
between performers. While working in Bingham 203, we would turn the overhead lights off and 
play with the levels of the stage lights randomly to music. As the lights danced, the cast was 
encouraged to find places where they felt their character needed to be alone and where they 
needed to interact with others. They were also encouraged to find their own light and explore 
what the light meant to them. Why were they chasing it? Running away from it? 
One moment in particular that came out of this improv was a connection between 
Meredith Katibah and Livian Kennedy. As the lights flickered, Meredith was sitting on the 
ground shielding herself from the light. Livian noticed this and came to her aid, walking her 
around the space while her arms supported and her hands covered Meredith’s eyes. Instantly, this 
moment informed their characters. Livian’s character very quickly took on the role of supporter, 
an idea we carried throughout the piece.  
Fireflies was a heavy lighting design piece. I gave Emily McGregor complete creative 
license to play with the lights in ways she felt would both accentuate the song and provide the 
performers with a reason to react to them. Rather than using the stage lights, as we did in the 
Bingham rehearsal space, we hung Edison bulbs from the grid. Each light rested above the 
location where the performer would later draw their “home” with chalk. There were seven 
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performers, seven Edison bulbs, and seven homes. Each light would be manipulated throughout 
the course of the show to display internal, invisible feelings within each character and how 
flexible and malleable those emotions can be.  
The performer’s homes could take any shape or size and they could overlap or just barely 
touch someone else’s home depending on what each performer thought was most appropriate. 
The setting of the piece as a whole was an apartment building so the chalk-drawn homes were 
emblematic of blueprints. Although the setting was not explicitly stated for the audience, having 
the context of the apartment building strengthened the performer’s grasp on their surroundings. 
Within the context of the apartment, they were aware that each moment, even if they were alone 
onstage, was surrounded by the presence of other people.  
CHAIR DANCE and SILKS SOLO 
 The chair dance was inspired by a video Simon and I had seen Hannah Hendren direct for 
a class project. We invited her on board, giving her a few details about what we wanted the piece 
to be. Her guidelines were that she had two actors that were going through similar problems, but 
through a lack of communication were unable to fully support one another. We gave her full 
artistic freedom with Kaitlyn Ave’Lallemant and Jackson Campbell to create this piece. Simon 
and I were not even in the room when they were collaborating and rather let them show us the 
piece once they felt it was ready.  
 The piece started with a short scene setting up that Kaitlyn and Jackson were watching 
television and Kaitlyn wanted to change the channel. Kaitlyn stole the remote, throwing the two 
of them into a fast-paced fight. These movements then became abstracted representing their 
similarities and frustrations with those resemblances. This piece was interrupted by Kaitlyn 
being drawn to the silks. She performed a short solo piece where she was entranced in her light. 
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The silks solo ended with her noticing Jackson’s light flickering on, bringing her back into 
awareness of his presence. They then were called back together through the harsh sound of 
someone breathing. When they joined again, Kaitlyn and Jackson took turns physically pulling 
each other down and bringing the other back up. The piece ended with each of them back to back 
on the floor, using each other to stand up. They finished the piece back where they started, 
watching the television again. 
 The progression of this moment is meant to show the difficulty of talking about mental 
health with family members, in this case a sibling. Many family members might be going 
through the same thing, but in some ways, it feels impossible to communicate with one another 
on the subject. Putting the silks solo in between the two chair dance pieces was a last-minute 
decision. We decided that this moment of her alone on the silks was an internal place of peace 
she would go during conflict. The silks represent strength, a place comfort, but also a place to 
hide. 
WHISPERER 
 In the early stages of the project, I spoke with Marjorie Primm about choreographing a 
piece focusing on supportive friendships through times of depression. I also knew we wanted to 
incorporate live painting into the dance, showing that art, in all forms, can serve as an avenue for 
expression. One of the interviewees for the project had mentioned that she always painted when 
she was feeling depressed. She explained that she would paint layers and layers on top of one 
another on one canvas. She could see where layers of paint had built up and where the different 
colors peeked through, each red, blue, and green representing a different feeling depending on 
how long ago and with what intention it was painted with. When she expressed this, we knew 
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that image of the transient and transformative nature of art had to be incorporated into the 
performance.  
We did not know exactly what this piece would become until we saw Livian carrying 
Meredith during the improvisational movement in Fireflies mentioned earlier. I gave Marjorie 
the song “Whisperer” by David Guetta and Sia and told her to run with that image, allowing the 
dance to become whatever she felt it could be. Marjorie came back from break with some 
motions and sequences ready, but also allowed for Livian and Meredith to adapt and play within 
those structures.  
 The dance largely represented Meredith needing support emotionally but not knowing 
how or wanting to ask for it. A few moments in particular that encompassed the whole dance 
were when Livian did a small combination to the beat of the music, encouraging Meredith to join 
along. Meredith did the same combination but just slightly off-beat until she lost confidence and 
fell backwards. Livian caught her by her hands and set her on the ground. Defeated, Meredith sat 
on the ground with her hands, covered in paint, over her face. Throughout this moment, Livian’s 
light had started to grow dim, representing that the support she was providing was draining her. 
While Meredith sat on the floor, Livian went back to her light. The bulb grew in intensity, filling 
Livian up and allowing her to return to Meredith. 
 This piece represented a sense of dependency, of not know how or when to ask for help, 
of not wanting to inconvenience someone else with personal pain. The purpose of the dance was 
to show the nuance of being a support system and that mental health affects everyone. 
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INSOMNIA 
The insomnia dance was another piece that Marjorie and I conceptualized from the very 
beginning. The bed as a set element represented the feeling of being grounded. We wanted to 
encapsulate the duality of a bed; it can both comfort and entrap us. Marjorie personally 
experiences misophonia, a hyper-sensitivity to sounds. In her personal paragraph, she wrote that 
even the small noises at night, the creaking of floor boards, the door opening and closing, the 
light buzzing in the hallway – can keep her awake for hours. Because she was so personally 
affected by this, she wanted to incorporate it into the insomnia dance through her choice of 
music and her interactions with the other individuals on stage.  
Throughout this dance, Marjorie incorporated different tactics for falling asleep into her 
movement. Some moments she would count sheep, others she would stretch, turn over, kick off 
the covers, move around the room. Eventually, she left the bed, using the pillow as a kind of 
partner, dancing with falling in and out of sleep. Through this dance, we wanted to show the joy 
Marjorie finds in dancing as well as her frustration with her sensitivity to sound and her personal 
insomnia. This dance was bookmarked by the projection of a clock on the floor. Although the 
dance was about five minutes long, the clock displayed that only one minute had passed, to show 
that at night, minutes can feel like hours. 
SILKS DUET 
 The silks duet was my personal story. It had three major components: strength, support, 
and female friendships. The silks hold a very important place in my heart because I began 
learning to perform on them when I was in high school. The strength required to train on them 
translated into a confidence and a love of theater that has built who I am as a person. When I first 
began talking about this project over a year ago, I spoke with many of my close female friends. It 
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was amazing how supportive and encouraging they were, giving feedback, offering suggestions, 
and instilling complete confidence within me. Because of this, I knew I wanted to represent that 
feeling on stage as well as make a tribute to their support. 
To perform doubles tricks, both individuals must completely trust each other and remain 
hyper-aware of the movements of the other person on the silks. With doubles tricks, there is a 
constant negotiation between partners, a navigation of tension which is representative of how 
strong friendships work, along with an awareness and readiness to adapt in order to support the 
other person. This idea was incredibly important for me to include in the show. The meaning 
behind the duet was to show this love and support, but also to show female strength and 
confidence. Within the context of the whole show, this piece served as a moment of happiness 
and beauty.  
QUOTIDIAN, PANIC, and WATERCOLOR MESS 
The quotidian moment was inspired by many of our early improvisational sessions. We 
wanted to highlight everyday interactions among individuals and commonplace events such as 
taking out the trash, collecting mail, running errands. The goal of this was to show that our 
mental health is not isolated; it is a current running under every moment, every interaction. We 
also wanted to highlight the moments of being “fine” of being “okay,” and how we navigate the 
world while being aware of our mental state.  
 Panic was a moment we had difficulty discovering. We knew that using a video and a 
soundscape to represent an anxiety attack was the path we wanted to take, but we wanted to 
remain aware of the impact it may have on audience members who experience anxiety. The 
video itself highlighted moments that could spur an anxiety attack, specifically every day 
occurrences like traffic, loud noises, and large groups of people. Under these images were short, 
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distorted videos of Meredith dancing, showing her internal and external experiences. The 
purpose of the panic attack was to show that even commonplace interactions have the power to 
alter one’s state of mind. At the same time, we wanted to represent what an anxiety attack might 
feel like to some but also be aware of how it might negatively affect an audience member who is 
prone to anxiety attacks.  
Meredith, the performer who was reacting to the video, had previous experience 
performing, but I knew asking her to have such a large response to the video would be a very 
difficult and raw place to tap into emotionally for her. I also wanted her to throw paint at the 
sheet on which the video was being projected, something which was logistically difficult to 
recreate. The first time we really rehearsed the whole piece full out was a day before final dress. 
We went into another room and she and I talked about how to reach that mental state on stage. I 
asked her to think of something she wanted dearly and then what she felt was in the way of that 
desire. We then placed her desire in a fixed location in the room and I placed barriers, chairs, 
blocks, tables in the way. I turned off lights, played music, gave her circumstances and rules for 
moving across the room; she had to carry a chair, only move leading from her hips, hold as many 
items as she could without dropping them and other things of that nature. Eventually, she 
reached a place of complete frustration with the barriers, causing her to reach her goal and sink 
to the floor. When we talked about it later, she said this exercise allowed her to release emotional 
tension she had been holding onto for a while and she went into each performance ready to face 
and defeat those barriers. 
The panic episode ended with Meredith throwing black paint onto the sheet on which the 
image was projected. The paint represented a futile attempt to stop the world from spinning. 
When the paint hit the sheet, Meredith’s face appeared, representing that anxiety can affect a 
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person’s life internally, but also externally. In this moment, Meredith fell to the floor, covering 
her face with her hands, getting the black paint on her face. She extended a hand to Livian, 
showing that unlike their relationship in the Whisperer dance, she was able to ask Livian for 
help. Livian used a towel to wipe the paint off Meredith’s face and held her. She then recited a 
monologue about a friend who had died from suicide. This moment informed the audience of 
Livian’s experience of being a support system before and knowing what it was like to lose a 
close friend.   
SHOWER 
The shower moment was directly drawn from interviews and personal experiences. One 
of the questions asked where people found their peace. Many people said outside in nature, in 
their bed, at home, but one person in particular said they always found peace in water. I asked 
how they found time for that if they didn’t have time to swim or to take a bath. They mentioned 
that every day, they take a shower. I personally identified with this, because in the shower, it is a 
fifteen-minute isolation from all other responsibilities. The act of cleansing and taking time to be 
one with the body and its needs is something that we can do daily in the shower. It is also a place 
of comfort and routine, where quite literally the only task at hand is to attend to one’s self.  
Through this piece, Kayla Brown was given freedom to incorporate her shower routine, 
play with abstraction, and explore what something so natural felt like on stage. Creating the 
image of the shower was especially fun. We used a single cool light pointing directly down at the 
floor and played “Latika’s Theme” by A. R. Rahman which is a peaceful melody with a voice 
humming along to the tune. Through these techniques, we wanted the shower image to be clear 
and intimate without being overly obvious or sensual. This moment also served as a cleansing for 
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the audience. After the heightened experience of watching Meredith have an anxiety attack, the 
shower provided a place of peace, of recollection for the audience and for the performers.  
KINTSUGI and WALKWAY 
Coming out of the panic moment where Meredith has just asked “How often do we think 
it’s okay to fall apart,” a line from the poem “Kintsugi” by Shinji Moon, we return to the rest of 
the poem (Moon 2012). “Kintsugi” talks about the Japanese tradition of fixing broken pottery by 
filling the cracks with gold. By doing this, they celebrate the broken pieces. The poem asks why 
we sweep away our faults rather than accentuating them, recognizing that every suture holds a 
tale of strength, of overcoming adversity. We wanted to include this poem because it addressed 
the difficulty of vulnerability, but also the beauty within it. 
Everyone was involved in the creation of the final movement which carried Selin to the 
silks. Towards the final weeks of rehearsal, Jake West, a local body-balancing teacher, came into 
rehearsal to create a final movement compilation. The goal was to move Selin from the floor to 
the top of the silks, almost as if she was walking on a staircase, but each step was a member of 
the ensemble. This image was important for us to end on because we wanted to show the 
importance of trust, community, and the strength it requires to be one who uplifts and supports 
others in their journey. The process of creating this last image was incredible to watch unfold. 
On this day, Jake taught the cast a few introductory tricks and then allowed the cast to throw out 
ideas on how to transform one body balancing move to the next. Simon and I sat back, allowing 
the cast to create independently of the two of us.  
The goal of this moment was to show that to achieve our hopes, accept our feelings, and 
reach our purpose, we could make the journey alone, but with the help and support of others, the 
process is more beautiful, dynamic, and inclusive when we rely on others to help lift us up. In 
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this image, we wanted to show the direct line of support which allowed Selin to achieve her goal. 
Through the help of the ensemble, Selin was able to reach her light as they provided footholds 
and lifted her up, creating a group of supporting and loving individuals that are part of something 
bigger than themselves. 
SOURCE POEM and TITLE 
The poem “Desiderata” by Max Ehrmann served as a touchstone for the entirety of no 
less than the trees and the stars;. This poem was given to me by my father when I graduated 
high school and in so many ways, it has carried me through my college career. When I was 
experiencing the height of anxiety and the depths of depression, I would look to this poem and in 
every occasion, it provided a new sense of comfort. Throughout the performance, Kayla recited 
stanzas from the poem which resonated with the moments being performed on stage. One stanza 
in particular carried a new peace every time I read it. Whether I was feeling distant, sad, 
frustrated, or elated, it promised me: 
You are a child of the universe, 
no less than the trees and the stars; 
you have a right to be here. 
And whether or not it is clear to you, 
no doubt the universe is unfolding as it should.  
- “Desiderata,” Max Ehrmann 1948 
The title of the performance was derived from this stanza, a reminder that we have a right to be 
here, a purpose whether or not we understand it or not. I find the line “you are a child of the 
universe, no less than the trees and the stars;” particularly beautiful. It reminds us that our place 
is here among the trees and the stars, our purpose is direct and powerful in the universe. The title 
includes the semicolon at the end of the line. A semicolon is used grammatically to continue a 
sentence with more than one main clause. It represents a continuation, a part of a whole. The 
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semicolon alludes that this line is not where the story ends, there is more to be seen, read, 
discovered, and lived. In terms of this poem, the inclusion of the semicolon in the title tells 
readers that the individual line is part of something greater, that as individuals, we are beautiful 
on our own, but also play an integral part of something far greater than ourselves. It reminds us 
that even when we feel small and insignificant, we are as strong and grounded as the trees and as 
flexible and complex as the stars.  
PERSONAL REFLECTIONS 
Although the original goal of this honors thesis was to create a performance based on 
mental health awareness, no less than the trees and the stars; transformed into something else. A 
month into rehearsals, I began to realize that the performance was not so much about mental 
health as it was the process. In the fall of 2016, I was in a very fragile mental space due to a 
sense of displacement of many things I held dear. At the time, I was working on a performance 
called Elephants Graveyard by George Brant. This process was unlike any other show I had ever 
been a part of, mainly because the director encouraged us to acknowledge our own feelings and 
subsequently how the intense exploration effected how we approached our character. That 
process and the people I was working with helped me through moments when I did not know 
what the point of life was anymore. That community encouraged me to remember that in times 
of seemingly complete isolation, I was never alone. It is those moments that I remember when I 
enter into any new performance process.  
The overarching goal of this process was to create a show, but even more so, the goal was 
to foster a place of community for a group of individuals within the production. Personally, I find 
that the most engaging performances are those that have a sense of teamwork among the 
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performers; therefore, my goal was to explore how to create that feeling of belonging, of 
unwavering support all over again. 
Throughout the process, I had the opportunity to watch old friendships deepen and new 
friendships form. Although I knew Kaitlyn, Jackson, Simon, and Marjorie well, Meredith and 
Livian were brought onboard by Marjorie. I met Kayla at work, and I met Selin at silks class. 
Because of this assortment of people, the initial few weeks were focused on getting to know each 
other better. By the end of the process, I had developed deep connections with each of the 
individuals on the creative team as well as the group as a whole. I watched as new friendships 
blossomed and a loving and supportive community formed. 
There were times during the process that I questioned my role as a director. I wondered if 
I was being clear, if I was being accommodating, or if I was being authoritative enough. During 
tech week, everyone was devoting all of their time to the project and as students, we all had 
external pressures from school work as well. In the last week, four different members of the cast 
approached me to talk about deeply personal struggles. One performer was struggling to fall 
asleep at night, realizing that the Insomnia dance had become so incredibly real that the 
performance had gained a new meaning. One performer was experiencing panic attacks and felt 
a loss of control. One was feeling settled in a depressive episode while another was helping a 
friend through suicidal ideation. Each of them mentioned that no matter what was going on in 
their daily life, being in the rehearsal room and working on this project, despite or perhaps 
because of its emotional nature, they felt completely at peace. Although I, of course, was 
saddened by their problems, I felt incredibly honored that they trusted me enough to reveal their 
mental state. Because of this, it became clear to me that the process had been successful because 
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the cast felt they could come to me with personal matters, questions about their characters, and 
how their lives could inform the performance. 
To look back on the process, I asked each member of the creative team to write another 
small reflection, similar to their initial blurb about what mental health means to them, but rather 
what this process meant to them. Below are excerpts from the creative team’s responses to the 
project: 
Through this process, I also found some solidly supportive friends. Friends that came out 
for me when I had my voice recital. Friends that I went to see in their art. A lot of people 
say that casts get really close and form a family. And in this case, it could not have been 
more true. I was so glad to work with a passionate group of artists who weren't afraid to 
try something new and push their boundaries.  
      -Kaitlyn Ave’Lallemant, Performer 
 
Something I had to get used to during this process was the fluidity of putting it together. 
Each person involved was treated equally, and all ideas were graciously welcomed. I 
never felt outcast from the team despite being distant from the process at times, and I felt 
like the work I was doing was considered just as important as the performances I was 
lighting.  
-Emily McGregor, Lighting Designer and Stage Manager 
 
I was initially alarmed at how little structure or concrete information Kate Jones and 
Simon Wolf, had pre-determined about the show. The aspect of devised theatre which 
initially frustrated me was how much time we spent abstractly workshopping a particular 
group scene without determining specifics. Every session, sometimes an hour long, was a 
massive improvisation jam where we all just went with what happened and saw where it 
took us. It was incredibly fun and helped build a good group dynamic, but I found myself 
questioning how it was helping me get closer to my character.  
Then it became clear to me that the scene was whatever our character wanted or needed it 
to be. It was completely devised and as soon as I realized my character could devise it, it 
began to feel relevant. Ultimately, this session of movement exploration gave us a sense 
of ownership and confidence over a very transient, nuanced, and personal group scene. 
The play expressed the need to support each other but in rehearsing for the play we were 
already supporting each other in a real sense. It became a very loving and caring 
environment which, no matter how exhausted or low-spirited we were when we arrived, 
we were optimistic and high-spirited when we left.  
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The experience of being a rock, of being a protector, to one with an anxiety disorder, 
those roles were already mine. Working through this emotional journey every night with 
a supportive cast and loving scene partner was painful but amazingly cathartic. It helped 
heal something inside of me because, honestly? I wasn’t playing a character, that was just 
me up there.  
      -Livian Kennedy, Performer 
 
It was extremely rewarding to see an idea evolve from practically nothing into a 
performance work and especially one with a group of people so personally engaged each 
with specially individual connection to the project and the characters that they helped to 
create.  
      -Simon Wolf, Co-Director 
 
This show provided a space to come and create, laugh, explore, and escape the “hum 
drum” attitude I often adopt throughout the semester. The directing team pushed us to do 
what felt real and right. Which is why this show just felt so honest.  
     -Marjorie Primm, Performer and Choreographer 
 
I was just barely getting through. One night, I was in my room just shaking and heaving 
on the ground because I was so overwhelmed, exhausted, angry, frustrated, and hopeless. 
I knew I couldn’t be on campus the spring semester. I started searching for internships, 
volunteer abroad trips, ANYTHING to get away from campus for the semester. But I 
remembered that I would be in this show. Truly, the only thing keeping me at UNC was 
this show. And for a while, that’s all it was – a commitment. But then shit happened. 
Cool, weird actor shit happened. And I started to trust and release and invest and 
rehearsal became therapeutic and beautiful. This show gave me a reason to be here.  
      -Meredith Katibah, Performer 
 
MOVING FORWARD 
When I had originally set out on this project, I was hopeful that the performance might be 
adapted for future use. At the beginning of the process, I had dozens of pages of research from 
books, poems, songs, and interviews. As the performers brought more and more of themselves 
into the rehearsal room, it became clear which research pieces needed to be included in the 
performance. The moments we chose reflected aspects of the performers lives and as the 
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performance developed, it became clear that the script and performance as a whole could not be 
removed from the performers who created it alongside me. Although the performance was 
created from research and interviews with individuals outside of the performance itself, in the 
end, the cast of no less than the trees and the stars; became the primary research.  
From the experience of creating the performance, I have learned how to form an 
ensemble. Before this process, I had never directed anything more than a small scene or 
movement piece. Throughout rehearsals, I feel I navigated people’s needs and wants, providing 
room for growth and vulnerability. Some days I would come into rehearsal with a very clear list 
of things to do and we would accomplish all of them. Other days, I might have brought in an idea 
but noticed that it was not what the cast needed that day. Every day we went into the rehearsal 
room, we would check in on how we were feeling mentally, emotionally, and physically. 
Something I wanted to the performers to remember while working on such a personal and 
emotionally raw piece was that their daily lives could follow them into the rehearsal room. I 
wanted them to know that it requires strength and trust to acknowledge their emotions and not 
judge them, but rather let them influence and add to their performance.  
At first, this was difficult to ask of the performers; for them to be vulnerable with 
complete strangers. As the weeks progressed, their honesty and realness surpassed anything I’ve 
ever seen in an ensemble. I think what is the most beautiful aspect of this process was that it was 
not easy. The performers had to work towards their connection with one another, and because of 
that effort, they created a strong and trusting ensemble among themselves. This emotional 
openness that was encouraged and brought into the room by the performers allowed the 
ensemble to be vulnerable and honest with one another. I believe as a director, I put their needs 
over our logistical priorities, allowing trust to be the goal rather than productivity. I learned that 
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as a director and as a collaborator, I must balance the line of meeting people where they are at 
and acknowledging places where I can urge people towards their potential growth. In this way, I 
feel that I succeeded in creating a safe environment for the creative team.  
I believe that, in some ways, the project’s success in strength of ensemble diminished the 
impact for the audience. I had individuals ask me about the meaning of specific moments and 
express confusion or lack of connection to the piece. I feel that because the stories were so clear 
and personal to the performers, the performance was largely for the individuals in the creative 
team rather than the audience. However, I do know that the audience was invited to see the 
power of collaboration on stage. Had we focused more on the audience, they would have felt that 
they too were a part of that collaboration. One woman told me after the performance, she walked 
outside and called her sister, whom she had not spoken to in eight years. She expressed that the 
Chair Dance was a mirror to her own life and the performance as a whole encouraged her to look 
at her support systems, her ensemble in life. In this way, I believe we succeeded in creating real 
and altering connections with the audience. The next time I direct, I will take these reflections 
into account. I believe having a strong, trusting ensemble is the first priority in a performance 
and I know I achieved that. However, in my next experience, I want to focus more heavily on the 
audience’s journey through the piece and how we as a creative team can invite the audience into 
that trusting and vulnerable community with us. 
Many theater artists speak of the after-show slump following the run of a performance. I 
found this to be particularly true after the completion of no less than the trees and the stars; 
mainly because I had devoted a year of my life and a significant amount of mental energy to 
something that was now gone. I do not necessarily miss the long rehearsals or the dozens of 
emails regarding the most minute of details or the late nights revising the script or compiling the 
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sound cues. In truth, the beauty of performance is a by-product of the strength of the community. 
The ethereal nature of theater is both what makes it wholly engaging and wildly brief. As artists, 
the chase to understand life, that which is fleeting, is addicting.  
The process of no less than the trees and the stars; taught me that everyone has a light – 
a compass that points us towards our goals, our mentality, informs us of our being, our 
physicality, reminds us of our heart, our emotions. What is left when the curtains close, the lights 
are struck, and the team goes home? A single light. It is both a practical and superstitious 
tradition for theaters to leave a ghost light on in the space once the performance is over. The 
theater sits again, waiting for the next group of individuals to inhabit it, transforming into an 
ensemble of artists, co-dependent on mutual support and an invitation to explore.  
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APPENDIX 
SCRIPT 
no less than the trees and the stars; 
 
FIREFLIES – “Hearing” by Sleeping at Last 
A faint light floods the stage.  
Marjorie: Lightning bugs are like stars we can fit into our pockets, as kids it feels like a piece of 
the universe that fits in the palm of our hand. There is something reassuring about seeing how 
large you are as compared to such a small creature, and yet there are thousands of them, filling 
the sky, reminding you just how small you are. There is peace in knowing that you and thousands 
of stars coexist in the same universe. 
The overhead lights are dim. Performers enter the space searching for something. One 
bulb flickers on and off quickly, attracting the attention of the performers. Another bulb 
flickers on and off far away from the first, this time the performers run towards it, trying 
to catch it. This continues until a performer catches a light. The light flickers in their 
hands as if it was a lightning bug. It is the only light present and we only see the one 
individual. Then, other lights flicker on and we see performers under each of the other 
lights, like their own personal lightning bug. 
At the end of the song, everyone draws lines on the ground with chalk, representing their 
homes. 
Kayla: Go placidly amid the noise and haste and remember what peace there may be in silence. 
Speak your truth; and listen to others; they too have their story. 
 As Kayla speaks, everyone writes a list of to-do things on the ground with their chalk.  
 (Selin and Kaitlyn EXIT) 
CHAIR DANCE I – Soundscape  
Kaitlyn and Jackson do a scene using only one or two-word responses. They perform a 
deconstructed dance using gestures. 
SILKS SOLO – “Closing In” by Ruelle 
 As Kaitlyn leaves for the silks, Kayla speaks. 
CHAIR DANCE II – Soundscape 
 Kaitlyn returns to Jackson and they complete the chair dance. 
Kayla: Be yourself. Especially do not feign affection. Neither be cynical about love; for in the 
face of all aridity and disenchantment, it is as perennial as the grass. 
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 (Jackson Exit) 
 
WHISPERER – “Whisperer” by Sia 
Meredith and Livian dance together, supporting and depending on one another through 
their movements. 
Kayla: Nurture strength of spirit to shield you in sudden misfortune. But do not distress yourself 
with dark imaginings. Many fears are born of fatigue and loneliness. Beyond a wholesome 
discipline, be gentle with yourself. 
 (Livian Exit) 
INSOMNIA – “Flux” by Garth Stevenson 
A projector, faced towards the floor, blinks on displaying an alarm clock that reads 2:42 
a.m. accompanied by a sound. The clock blinks off and the ghost light blinks on and 
music begins. To the music, Marjorie begins to dance while in the bed. To the beat of the 
song, different lights go on and off and Marjorie counts them as if counting sheep. 
Sounds of next door neighbors can be heard: the sound of a tv, closing door, etc. As the 
music continues, the dance brings her off the bed and around the space. She uses her 
pillow like it is a dance partner, not as if it is a human dance partner, but as an instrument 
of falling asleep. As the song settles, the performer sits on the bed frustrated. The alarm 
clock blinks on again, it reads 2:43 a.m. As Marjorie reaches for the it, the ghost light and 
alarm clock projection blink off simultaneously. 
(Jackson and Meredith Exit) 
 
SILKS DUET – “Angel by the Wings” by Sia 
 Kaitlyn enters as if to start back on silks. Selin is there and they do pieces together. 
QUOTIDIAN – “Where Do We Go From Here?” by Ruelle 
Some individuals begin in their homes while others venture onstage. They are completing 
everyday tasks such as taking out the garbage, collecting mail, getting groceries, but their 
movements are abstracted. There is a focus on interactions between individuals. 
Meredith: How often, do we think it’s okay to fall apart? 
PANIC – Soundscape 
All of the performers are on stage. A video (a la Ménilmontant montage) is projected 
onto one of the fabrics stage right. The video starts as if you are walking through a crowd 
of people. It intensifies and becomes an overlay of moving cars, popping balloons, 
walking feet, closing doors, honking horns, four people in yellow rain jackets, noises, 
fireworks. The noises escalate. Livian is the only person who watches her. To cope, 
Meredith takes paint and starts to wipe it on the screen and in the process, gets it on their 
face and hands. The music stops and Meredith looks at her face covered in paint. “Storm” 
song starts. 
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WATERCOLOR MESS  
While Livian speaks, she holds Meredith and tries to wipe the paint of her face. 
 
Livian: When I was eighteen, my best friend killed himself by overdosing on his depression 
medication. He lived in Mississippi and I in North Carolina, but we would IM every day. Every 
day until the messages stopped coming. For the first two years, saying his name aloud was akin 
to pulling my own veins out of my arms like weeds. Today, I find myself needing to tell others 
that he once existed and that the world was better with him in it – the whole cliché thing – but 
you can’t really lead in a conversation with how your friend killed himself. But even so, I see the 
sunnier sky above this North Carolina lake, and I see streaks of white and gold and blue, all 
mixed and mingled like a watercolor mess that is too good to ignore. The breeze is blowing just 
enough to cool the humid, and the water gently laps against the soft dock. With all of this, I 
know he is here even when he is not. 
 
SHOWER – “Latika’s Theme” by A.R. Rahman 
Over speaker: You are a child of the universe, no less than the trees and the stars; you have a 
right to be here. And whether or not it is clear to you, no doubt the universe is unfolding as it 
should. In the noisy confusion of life keep peace with your soul. With all its sham, drudgery, and 
broken dreams, it is still a beautiful world. 
A single pool of light comes from a special directly overhead. It fades in with the sound 
of running water. Latika’s Theme begins after a few moments. Kayla places her hand in 
the beam of light. Slowly she immerses herself in it as if she is taking a shower. Her 
movements vary in tempo, duration, and shape but never become too abstracted from the 
concept of showering. 
 
While she showers, everyone uses wet cloths to wipe off their chalk-drawn homes. When 
the lights come back on, the stage should no longer have lines on it.  
KINTSUGI – “Atlantic” by Sleeping at Last 
Meredith: How often, 
 
Livian: she asked me the night before, 
 
Meredith: Do we think it’s okay to fall apart? 
  
 Meredith goes to each person’s home. 
 
Jackson: We live in a break it, you pay kind of culture.  
A handle falls off of 
a coffee mug and suddenly – the entire thing is useless. We learn to 
sweep evidence beneath the rug, throw broken 
pieces into a paper bag and never think about them again. 
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Selin: The Japanese knew another way. They 
mended their broken vases with gold, aggrandized 
the sharp corners and turned shards of broken pottery 
into basins that hold light 
together. 
 
Kaitlyn: But here, there’s no room for mistakes. 
We give up so easily – on broken 
toys, snapped piano legs, on each other – and we make believe 
that even our tongues are bulletproof, 
as if we are stronger than what these 
fragile bones 
can take. 
 
Marjorie: We don’t forgive our broken bowls. We don’t learn to 
piece them back together. We rip over our own skeletons 
and sweep them back beneath our skin; collect the splattering 
of our sorrows and flush them down the toilet like 
secrets.  
 
Livian: We’re so ashamed of which 
fumbles and falls through our fingers that we forget that 
there’s another way: another way instead of 
going through our days buying coffee at five a.m. and fucking 
above the covers while rattling and spilling over, our 
insides bleeding from all the damn glass. 
 
Kayla: We were never taught that 
by the end of our lives, we don’t have to be made of a hundred 
million cracks. We were never taught that we could have it differently, that 
we could piece ourselves back together with light, 
that our bodies could burn from the inside out. 
 
WALKWAY  
The firefly lights begin again, and everyone starts to go back to their homes. They notice 
that Selin cannot reach her light. They all come back to help her by lifting her up and 
supporting her together. Meredith does not join them until the very end. When she does, 
the light is able to stay on.  
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE 
Where and how do you express yourself? In what ways do you allow your internal feelings to 
become external expressions? 
 
no less than the trees and the stars; began through dozens of interviews with individuals about 
the topic of mental health and art. As the interviews took place, a pattern began to emerge. 
People felt healthier when they had a confidant, a connection to community, a reminder that they 
were not alone. These individuals spoke with unbelievable candor and trust, sharing intimate 
stories and thoughts which translated into images. This performance is an attempt to explore and 
display those images, to put them out into the world in a new way. 
 
After sitting with these stories, the no less team was created. From actors to dancers, designers to 
videographers, professionals to students, this project is, at its core, the embodiment of 
collaboration. Throughout this process, we explored emotions and stories through different types 
of movement. We boiled ideas down and played with how they translate into characters, stage 
pictures, and interactions. Then we invited everyone to bring their strengths to the table.  
 
On this stage, you will see individuals developing their craft, finding new avenues of expression, 
and discovering new ideas within their wheelhouse of creativity, but each and every person has 
stepped out of their comfort zone for the sake of exploration. Without the willingness to try, 
play, and fail, this performance simply would not have happened. Thank you to all who brought 
themselves, wholly and unapologetically to this project. Thank you to you, who have chosen to 
be a part of our exploration. 
 
no less than the trees and the stars; was inspired by a poem by Max Ehrmann called 
“Desiderata,” meaning “desired things.” This poem was given to me as a gift, a reminder that 
even when doubts plague our minds, the universe is unfolding independently from our capacity 
to understand. That even in the peaks and the valleys of life, it is still a beautiful world and we 
have a place within it. 
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BUDGET 
Item Purpose Cost 
Paint, chalk Rehearsals $ 10.62 
Sheets Rehearsals $ 15.04 
Flame retardant For sheets on set $ 63.77 
Paint, Chalk, Lights, Cords Props, set dressing $ 223.38 
Posters Publicity $ 71.17 
Programs Show  $ 11.83 
   
 Total $ 395.81 
 Total Allotment  $ 410.00 
 Surplus/Deficit  $ 14.19 
 
REHEARSAL SCHEDULES 
January – Tech Rehearsal Schedule 
Date / Time People called What we’re working 
   
Thurs 1/11 6:00pm-9:00pm   
6:00-7:00 Selin Individual pieces 
7:00-8:00 Kayla Individual pieces 
8:00-9:00 Marjorie Insomnia dance, individual 
pieces 
   
Fri 1/12 5:00pm-9:00pm   
5:00-6:00 Selin and Kaitlyn Private silks class in 
Carborro 
6:00-9:00 Meredith, Livian, and Marjorie Whisperer dance 
choreography 
   
Sat 1/13 12:00pm-4:00pm   
12:00-4:00 ALL Ensemble pieces, group 
walkway (w/ body 
balancing instructor) 
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Sun 1/14 5:00pm-7:00pm   
5:00-7:00 Meredith and Livian Duet pieces 
   
Tues 1/16 6:30pm-8:30pm   
6:30-8:30 Meredith, Livian, and Marjorie Whisperer dance review 
   
Wed 1/17 6:00pm-10:00pm   
6:00-7:00 Selin Individual pieces 
7:00-8:00 Kayla Individual pieces 
8:00-10:00 Kaitlyn and Jackson Chair dance (w/Hannah 
Hendren) 
   
Fri 1/29 3:00pm-4:00pm   
3:00-4:00 Selin and Kaitlyn Private silks class in 
Carborro 
   
Sat 1/20 12:00pm-4:00pm   
12:00-4:00 ALL Ensemble pieces, group 
walkway (w/body balancing 
instructor) 
   
Sun 1/21 5:00pm-8:00pm   
2:15-3:15 Selin and Kaitlyn Private silks class in 
Carrboro 
5:00-6:30 Meredith and Livian Duet pieces 
6:30-8:00 Kaitlyn and Jackson Chair dance and duet pieces 
   
Wed 1/24 6:00pm-9:00pm   
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6:00-9:00 ALL Ensemble pieces, putting it 
together 
   
Thurs 1/25 6:00pm-9:00pm   
6:00-9:00 ALL Rough run 
   
 
Date / Time People called  What we’re working 
   
Sat 1/27 11:00am-5:00pm   
11:00-1:00 ALL Run 
1:00-5:00 ALL Tech 
   
Sun 1/28 6:00pm-10:00pm   
6:00-10:00 ALL Tech 
   
Mon 1/29 6:00pm-10:00pm   
6:00-10:00 ALL Tech 
   
Tues 1/30 6:00pm-10:00pm   
6:00-10:00 ALL Tech 
   
Wed 1/31 6:00pm-10:00pm   
6:00-10:00 ALL Tech 
   
Thurs 2/1 6:00pm-
10:00pm 
  
6:00-10:00 ALL Final Dress 
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PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL 
Designed by Jonathan Olivares 
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PRODUCTION PHOTOS 
Taken by Alessandro Uribe-Rhinebolt and Ryan Herron 
FIREFLIES 
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CHAIR DANCE 
Jackson Campbell and Kaitlyn 
Ave’Lallemant 
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SILKS SOLO 
Kaitlyn Ave’Lallemant 
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WHISPERER 
Livian Kennedy and 
Meredith Katibah 
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INSOMNIA 
Marjorie Primm 
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SILKS 
Selin Altinok 
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SILKS 
Selin Altinok and Kaitlyn 
Ave’Lallemant 
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SHOWER 
Kayla Brown 
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KINTSUGI – WALKWAY  
Ensemble 
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